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Part 1 (Alberto Testoni):

• What is Dialogue Modelling?

• Current NLP Methods to Model Dialogue Systems / Chatbots

• The challenges of Multimodal Visual & Language Dialogue systems

Part 2 (Esam Ghaleb):

• Multimodality in Face-to-Face Dialogues (Gestures & Speech) 

Plan for today



• Using language for cross-speaker communication and interaction

• Primary form of language use and language learning

What is it and why do we care

Dialogue

Any luck 
finding 

anything?

Not yet. 
But I got 

two 
interviews.



Dialogue
What is it and why do we care
It is convenient to distinguish between

• Social chit-chat dialogue

• Task-oriented dialogue



• Understanding the utterances by the dialogue partner.

• Keeping track of the dialogue history.

• Deciding what to say.

• Generating an utterance that conveys the speaker’s intend.

Dialogue modelling

Modelling a dialogue agent involves:



(McTear, 2020)A dialogue agent

• Task-oriented dialogue agents are typically modelled using a 
modular architecture, with modules for the steps above
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Speech act or dialogue act: the function of (or the action 
performed by) an utterance. The intention of the speaker.

• statement, question, answer, agreement, request, ….

• There isn’t a one-to-one mapping between form and 
function (between the word string and the dialogue act)

The gun is loaded. Threat? Warning? Statement?

• It may require inference (e.g., computing a “conversational 
implicature”): 

A: Are you going to Paul’s party?
B: I have to work. 

(=> I’m not going — negative answer)

NLU
Intent prediction: Why is it difficult?



Predict a meaning representation given the word string. 
In task-oriented dialogue, these are usually “frames” consisting of:

• Domain of the conversation (if not pre-defined)
• Each domain, has a set of possible user intents (task goals). 
• Each intent, has a set of possible slots and slot values.

Intent prediction: What is it in practice?

NLU

What are possible morning flights 
from Boston to SF on Tuesday? Wake me tomorrow at six.



• Many of the NLP techniques you have seen in this course are 
relevant for intent prediction in dialogue:

-word embeddings, POS tagging, syntactic parsing, 
compositional semantics, etc. 

• This approach requires annotated dialogue datasets where 
utterances are annotated with meaning representations. 

Intent prediction: What is it in practice?

NLU

What are possible morning flights 
from Boston to SF on Tuesday? Wake me tomorrow at six.



Some resources

• Tasks — ParlAI Documentation 

• A Survey of Available Corpora for Building Data-Driven Dialogue Systems 

• Conversational Dataset List 

https://parl.ai/docs/tasks.html
https://breakend.github.io/DialogDatasets/references.html
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1N5_5gBKlGR-OrigRNct4jQ6iEqSycyqcoN61JpsHFDQ/htmlview
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• The relevant slots may be filled across multiple dialogue turns— 
the dialogue context / history keeps track of this information.

• The dialogue decision model / policy: predict the next system 
action given dialogue context (e.g., slots that are still missing).

• System intent with the highest probability given the context. 

Dialogue management

U: Show me morning flights to SF.

[           ]

[           ]
REQUEST(ORIGIN-CITY)

S: Where are you flying from?



• How likely is the system to have understood the user?

• We can exploit NLU confidence scores to decide on a 
confirmation/rejection policy:

Confirmation and rejection

Dialogue management

CONFIRM_EXPLICIT(ORIGIN-CITY) CONFIRM_IMPLICIT(DEST-CITY)



https://www.amazon.science/blog/new-alexa-features-interactive-teaching-by-customers

• Confidence scores can also be exploited to identify unknown slots 
and learn to generalise to new situations

Dialogue management
Advanced: Learning and generalisation
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Assuming the DM has chosen a next system action/intent…

• The goal of the NLG module is to learn to generate sentences by 
training on many representation/sentence pairs from an annotated 
dialogue corpus

• Some examples:

NLG



Sequence-to-sequence prediction (cf. previous lecture): 

• Input: linearised meaning representation
• Output: word string (system utterance)

NLG

(NB: Delexicalised representation where entities are replaced 
with general placeholders to help with generalisation)
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• Dialogue response generation from previous turn(s), without 
intermediate meaning representations.

• Typically used to model social chit-chat dialogue (no need to 
make progress towards task completion)

• Two methods: Retrieval vs generation

Chatbots

Non-modular systems



• Given a user turn q and a dialogue corpus C

Retrieval

Non-modular systems

C

q



• Given a user turn q and a dialogue corpus C

• Find in C a turn p that is most similar to q 

Retrieval
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• Given a user turn q and a dialogue corpus C

• Find in C a turn p that is most similar to q 

• Retrieve the turn r following p in C
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• Given a user turn q and a dialogue corpus C

• Find in C a turn p that is most similar to q 

• Retrieve the turn r following p in C

• Use r as a response to q

Retrieval

Non-modular systems

C

q
p

r

r



• Sequence-to-sequence models: 

- Inspired by machine translation

Generation

Non-modular systems

• Encoder RNN to produce a representation of the previous turns

• Decoder RNN to generate the response word-by-word by 
conditioning on the context and the response so far

Encoding

Decoding



An alternative to the encoder-decoder architecture: 

• Use a large pre-trained language model (e.g., GPT-X)

• Fine-tune it on conversational data

• Use the language model directly as a response generator

Non-modular systems
Generation



Non-modular systems

PROS

• No annotations needed

• No finite, predefined set meaning representation

CONS

• Very data-hung: trained on dialogue corpora with hundreds of millions or words

• No real understanding

• Tendency to output generic utterances (uninformative, bland, repetitive)

• Simplistic encoding of the dialogue history, leading to semantic inconsistency



• Evaluation

• Very complex and difficult to operationalise

• Easier for task-oriented dialogue (task completion)

• Ethical considerations

• Implicit biases and reinforcement of stereotypes present in the 
training data

• Deception: being perceived as human (anthropomorphism) may 
be problematic

… that we won’t be able cover today

Other important topics



Shifting to Large Language Models

Mahowald et al., 2023

- The field is quickly shifting towards the use of LLMs (see slides from 
your previous class on 28/11)

- Impressive capabilities to generate well-formed language 

- However, their linguistic and cognitive capabilities remain split



Shifting to Large Language Models

Mahowald et al., 2023

- The field is quickly shifting towards the use of LLMs (see slides from 
your previous class on 28/11)

- Impressive capabilities to generate well-formed language 

- However, their linguistic and cognitive capabilities remain split

- Excellent performance on formal language problems 
is not mirrored in functional competence

-  Modular approaches are a promising direction to 
address these limitations 



Vision & Language Dialogue Systems

Das et al., CVPR 2017



Vision & Language Dialogue Systems

Padmakumar et al., AAAI 2022



Vision & Language Dialogue Systems

Gurari et al., CVPR 2018

Vizwiz grand challenge: Answering visual questions from blind people



Vision & Language Dialogue Systems
Some of the Key Challenges of V&L dialogue systems

- Integrating different modalities 

Das et al., CVPR 2017
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Vision & Language Dialogue Systems
Some of the Key Challenges of V&L dialogue systems

- Integrating different modalities 

Tan and Bansal, EMNLP 2019



Vision & Language Dialogue Systems
Some of the Key Challenges of V&L dialogue systems

- Generating dialogue exchanges coherent with the visual input: hallucinations

Testoni and Bernardi, ACL-SRW 2021



Vision & Language Dialogue Systems
Some of the Key Challenges of V&L dialogue systems

- Planning and Reasoning skills to ask strategically informative questions 

Testoni and Bernardi, EMNLP 2021



End of Part 1



Gestures In Face-to-face Dialogues

Detection & Alignment with Speech

1



• Project: Gestures
• What are gestures, and why is it interesting to detect them automatically?
• Gestural alignment

• Computational models for detecting gestures
• Skeletal models
• Speech and Skeletal models

2

Understanding and Modeling Multimodal 
Alignment In Face-to-Face Dialogue



Understanding and Modeling Multimodal 
Alignment In Face-to-Face Dialogue
• Multimodal alignment
• Gesturing and speaking à building 

common ground (conceptual pacts) à
alignment à mutual understanding

• What is the role of co-speech 
gestures in the collaborative process 
of creating a mutual understanding 
of referring expressions?

• Face-to-face dialogue
• The most common way of 

communication! 
3



Instances of Speech and Gestural Alignment
Pair Expression Sequence of speakers and rounds

Pair 9 toeter [A, A, A, A, B, A, A, B]
[1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6]

• Round 1 (A-D): en aan de andere kant heeft hij een 
soort van raarvormige neus met een toeter eraan 
kan je zeggen

 and on the other side it has a kind of nose with a 
strange form with a horn so to say

• Round 2 (A-M): ja zo'n toeter
 yes kind of horn
• Round 3 (A-D): uh deze die houdt de weer zo'n dienblad 

vast met de toeter
 uh, this one holds again this kind of tray with the horn
• Round 3 (A-D): dienblad en toeter #laughs#
 tray and horn #laughs#
• Round 4 (B-D): dit is uh die het dienblad vasthoudt 

en de toeter
 this is uh the one holding the tray and horn
• Round 5 (A-D): uh deze heeft de dienblad en de 

toeter
 uh this one has the tray and the horn #laughs#
• Round 6 (A-M): toeter 
 horn
• Round 6 (B-D): toeter
 horn

4



Gestures

• Why do we gesture?
• Gestures that are not necessarily co-speech
• Head Gestures, Facial Expressions, etc
• Emblematic gestures

• Conventionalized meaning & culture-language specific
• Can also be independent

• Co-speech gestures
• Different from other aspects of nonverbal behavior due to their tight link with 

speech: semantically, pragmatically, and temporally

• Along with speech: they constitute the human language.

5



Classifying Co-speech Gestures

• Representational: eco or elaborate the meaning of co-occurring speech
• Iconic

• E.g., performing action or portraying shape
• Metaphoric

• Iconic gestures portraying abstract content

• Non-representational: 
• Deictic gesture à pointing Gestures
• Beat gestures

• Short, repetitive movement à correlates with speech prosody
• Co-occur always with speech à no semantic information
• E.g., emphasize certain parts of speech

6



Co-Speech Gesture Detection through 
Multi-Phase Sequence Labeling

Esam GhalebA, Ilya BurenkoB, Marlou RasenbergC, Wim PouwD, Peter UhrigB, 
Judith HollerD, Ivan ToniD, Aslı ÖzyürekD,E, Raquel FernándezA

A University of Amsterdam (UvA)
B ScaDS.AI Dresden/TU Dresden 
C The Meertens Institute, the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW)
D Radboud University (RU)
E Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics (MPI)



Limitations of Current Approaches 
& Our Novelty
• Limitations:

• Silent gestures & limited number of gestures
• Binary approach

• Gestures unfold over time, often following predictable movement phases
• Novelty: Multi-phase co-speech gesture detection

• They are linked with speech: semantically, pragmatically, and temporally
• We focus on detecting co-speech gestures in naturalistic, conversational data

Neutral Preparation Stroke Retraction Neutral

Gesture Unit



Dataset (Rasenberg et al., 2022)

• 19 face-to-face task-oriented 
dialogues
• 38 subjects with 16 hours of recordings

• Referential game
• One participant describes a novel object  

while the other participant tries to find it 
among 16 candidates, using any speech 
and gestures

• Each gesture stroke was manually 
segmented:
• 6106 gestural strokes with an average 

duration of 0.58 seconds



Constructing Multi-Phase 
Sequential Data: Sliding Window
• Time Window Duration: 0.58 seconds

• Window Shift: offset by 2 frames for each shift

• Labeling criteria

• Preparation Phase

• Stroke Phase

• Retraction Phase

• Neutral Phase

Neutral Preparation Stroke Retraction Neutral

Gesture Unit



Input Data & Embedding Model: Skeleton-
based Gesture Detection

Input videos
Detection model: 

Graph Convolutional 
Networks (GCNs) 

Gesture phase detection



Spatial-Temporal Graph Convolutional Network 
(Yan et al. 2018)
• Construct a spatial-temporal graph on skeleton sequences

• Apply multiple layers of spatial-temporal graph convolution (ST-GCN) on the graph to 
gradually generate high-level features

Pose Estimation
Gesture 

segmentation

E.g., 
gestures

14



Gesture Detection through Multi-
Phase Sequence Labelling

Transformer-based Sequence Encoding: 

Sequence Labeling Through CRFs: 

Position wise FCNNs: 

Embedding Time Windows via ST-GCNs: 

...



Ablation Study & Models Comparisons

• Sequential vs. classification approach
• Sequence labeling via CRFs
• Classification approach: instead of 

applying sequence labeling via CRFs, 
phases are classified independently

• Multi-phase vs. binary approach
• Multi-phase approach: preparation, stroke, 

retraction, and neutral phases
• The binary approach simplifies the labeling

process by focusing on stroke detection: 
stroke vs neutral 

Transformer-based Sequence Encoding: 

Sequence Labeling Through CRFs: 

Position wise FCNNs: 

Embedding Time Windows via ST-GCNs: 

...



Gesture Detection through Multi-Phase 
Sequence Labelling
• Conceptualizing gesture 

detection as sequence 
labelling gives better 
performance than a 
classification approach

• Multi-phase (labeling or 
classification) is better than 
the binary approach



Analysis: Performance on Gesture 
Phases
• We observed that all models are better at detecting the gesture 

stroke than its boundaries, particularly the retraction phase



Conclusions

● We proposed a novel framework that emphasizes the 
structured and sequential nature of gestures:
○ Focusing on co-speech gestures in naturalistic, conversational data.

● Our framework reframes the gesture detection task as a multi-
phased sequence labeling problem

● The results show that sequence labeling methods outperform 
classification approaches in gesture stroke detection



Alignment of Speech and Skeletal 
Models for Gesture Detection

Esam Ghaleb, Ilya Burenko, Marlou Rasenberg, Wim Pouw, Peter Uhrig, 
Judith Holler, Ivan Toni, Aslı Özyürek, Raquel Fernández
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Temporal Coordination of Speech and Gestures

• The onset of a gesture phrase precedes the 
onset of speech
• 200 –500 ms
• There is no perfect alignment between these two 

communication cues
• Familiarity with the lexical concepts and common 

ground plays a role
• Beat gestures co-occur (in a close synchrony) 

with stressed syllables
• Speech and gesture coordination is not only 

an intra-speaker phenomenon but could be 
inter-speaker: gestural alignment 

21
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Speech Embeddings: WAV2VEC2

- Pretrained model using 
similar objective used in 
language modeling, e.g., the 
one in BERT

- Wav2Vec2-XLSR-300: cross-
lingual speech 
representations, pre-trained 
from the raw waveform of 
speech in multiple languages



Can We Detect Gestures Using Speech?

● We use a clean dataset
● → No sliding windows & no sequences
● Samples for gestures:

○ Annotated strokes of gestures:  > 5K 
segmented time windows

● Samples of other movements (non-
gestures)
○ Randomly segmented time windows: 

15K
○ Excluding any time window that 

overlaps with a stroke of a gesture
● Divide data into ten speaker-disjoint 

folds for cross-validation
● Train a binary classifier: gesture or not

○ Logistic regression



Results: F1-Score & ROC Curve à Speech Only
- WAV2VEC2 features are pooled for 

each segmented time window
- With or without a buffer (centered or 

to the right alone)



Late Fusion: Combining Speech & Skeletal Models

26

Transformer-based Sequence Encoding: 

Position wise FCNNs: 

Embedding Time Windows via ST-GCNs: 

...

Transformer-based Sequence Encoding: 

Position wise FCNNs: 

Embedding Time Windows via WAV2VEC2: 

...

Sequence Labeling Through CRFs: 



Late Fusion: Sliding Window Approach
- Separate embedding models for speech 

and visual cues
- Separate encoders and classifiers

- Binary classification (neutral and stroke) 
- Stroke → overlapping with stroke (i.e., 

>50%)
- Skeleton +  WAV2VEC2: 66.7.0%
- Skeleton only: 66.2%

- In this way, the speech model improves
the detection performance, but not 
significantly! Speech embeddings Skeleton embeddings

Speech Encoder Skeleton Encoder

linear classifier linear classifier

Late fusion 
(average prediction)

WAV2VEC2 ST-GCNs



Early Fusion

● Separate embedding models for 
speech and visual cues

● Transformer encoder on the 
concatenated speech and skeletal 
embeddings

Speech embeddings

Skeleton embeddingsSpeech Encoder

Encoders on concatenated speech & skeleton 
embeddings 

Prediction: linear classifier

WAV2VEC2

ST-GCNs



Architecture Based on Cross-modal Attention
Inspired by LXMERT (Tan & Bansal, 2019)

- Multihead cross-modal 
attention
- Queries from one 

modality
- Keys and values from 

the other modality
- Linear classifier on the 

concatenated 
embeddings WAV2VEC2 ST-GCNs

Cross Modal Encoder 
(speech queries)

Cross Modal Encoder 
( Skeleton queries)

Concatenation of speech and 
skeleton hidden states

Concatenation of speech and 
skeleton hidden states

Prediction: linear classifier



Results: Gesture Stroke Detection - F1

● Multimodal fusion based on cross-attention models outperforms early & 
late fusion



Results: Gesture Stroke Detection - Average Precision

● Speech buffer matters less in the cross-attention model & early Fusion 
Models

31



Conclusions

● We Proposed a framework to align speech and gestures.

● Multimodal integration and alignment through early and cross-attention 
models give better performance than those that do not integrate both 
modalities.

● Speech buffer helps unimodal speech and late fusion models

32



The Dialogue Modelling Group

https://dmg-illc.github.io/dmg/

33



Dialogue 
Modelling Group
● Dialogue partner’s 

knowledge aware 
modelling

34



Dialogue 
Modelling Group
● Evaluations 

metrics

35



Thank you for your attention! 

● Questions?

36
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